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INTRODUCTION

Id 1971 I was a member of a CSAA panel inquiring imto.the future of

sociblogy and anthropology in Canada. At that time many of todny's

anthropology departments in our universities were still j pied to generally

larger and more established sociology departments. Thus .t was probably too

early then to be making a universal appeal for applied 1$thropology to be

added -yo the curriculum, for it appeared a gebulous sdkdiscipline lacking

the scholarly and professional standing among academiC,social scientists

necessary to advance the developing anthropological-, cause of that day. In my
_

report to the CSAA 1 referred to the need, as I.latvit, for anthropology in

Canada toAstablish,credibility among the general`_ public and institutional

wereto continue to deNiAlkitas'a contributing social

on the basis of responses to a quettionnaire survey

500.university-based anthropologists, sociologists

decision make4p, if it

science. I suggested,

administeredto nearly

andbiologiets in Canada., that anthropologists (1)' had asmore negative image

of themselves in comparison to members of the other two disciplines., and

(2) they collectivply did less, to counter their perceived irrelevapce

411.,

(Freeman'1971a).

In this present paper I wish tertake.the issue one siege further, and

suggest that,oncern to establish widespr4ad vedibility will in tuin depend
fr

on anthropologists facing/the requirements of public accountability, for

credibility'is not readily or.uncritically bestowed on academics by publics

outside of academe. I wohld suggest thdt the nature of research we do, as

'applied anthropologists' (and 1 will return to that term later) does not have .

the moat direct bearing on our establishing public credibility: the

utilization of our research findingi is the-far more important factor, and it

raises a host of related questions, as to, for example, the role of scientist.
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as advocate. The important relationships between research finding, recruit-1

ment into the profession, utilization of research results and credibility

. -

aresummarizid in Figure 1. I do not wish to speak furthir on these relsNion
I

ships, other than to emphasize two important aspects of the paradigm: (1) the

important feedback relationship between utilization and credibility and (20

indirect and secondary role that institutional support playe; in infiuentzL,

ing quality of research.
1

,CHOOSING A LABEL

The anthropological literatureicontaiss 'several labels And descript-

ions of suggested roles for anthropologists invblved, an*the ground, with the

process of social/cultural change. The alternatives'range from the most de-

tached and least intercessionist to the most societally involved an4 activist

in napare.

Starting from the neutraliSt position, we identify the anthropologist

serving as an honest information-broker/ one who doesn't take sides in local

issues but who Aims to facilitate the acquisition and free-flow of relevant

information to all parties involved in the matter (e.g., Salisbury 1973;
.

L. Thompson 1976).' The concern to discover knowledge but not apply it had

earlier gone under the dame of 'action anthropology' (Tax 1958:18-19) though

more recOtitly that term bias, come to imply a far more activist goal-Lorientel,
. .

commitment ,to helping a target population resist changessought by in agency

externai to that population (Jacobs 1974:209?.

The active 4ntercessionistatance is guided by practical as 'ell as

ideological considerations for it has bVn suggested that non-involvement will

impede the stquiiition ofimportant data
2
, whose very collection is the'

purpose of the anthropological endeavour (Jacobs 1974). I

4

This interactionist stance has also been called 'clip a anthropology'

aso

6
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(Jadobs 1974) and 'advocade anthropology' (Petersen 1974) and is held to differ

importantly from the established 'applied. anthropology' (Foster 1969) in that

in the latter Case the anthropologist works to achieve practical ends set by ,

an agency.exterial to the community itself, ends often set prior to the arrival

of the adthropologiston the scene. In 'clinital', "'action! and'adVotate' .

anthropology the anthropologist utilizes anthropo.ogical knowledge in the

service of'the community, either in is efforts to resist change objectives

set from without, or to achieve change goals decided from within, thecommunity:

With respect to these alternatives a reCentcommentator hass4cautiOned

that anthropologists should "set no (societal) goals, engineer no solutions,

(and) activate no policies" because it is probably harmful to the long range

Jealth and viability of the cliedt society fc4 any' outsider toUnterfere with

that society's decision making and action prerogatives (L. Thompson 1976; see

also Castile 19.75). This view appears noeto be elated by the action school,.
p .

4

who seem to assert that either as professionally trained4scient1sts (Petersen

1974) oras concerned human beings (Jacobs 1974) anttropologists must'assert,

themselves' actively and purposively In bhe clierres'cduse. On the.othevh,nd;

there is more usually agreement that social policy is rarely iluenced by the

results of rercelich, for it appears that a definition of thijoroblem and the

.6A
solution to the problem has normally been arrived at before the social adieu

s

enter#the picture (e.g. Jones 1976; Matthews 1975)0
- .

. ,

In summary then, we can observe
,

with regard to the,appropriat,,, practise.

.. ,- 4,11/4s
ft

,
. .

that divergent opinions currently exist

Ofthe applied role: However the under-

lying motives maybe in clog

opinion of Tax that what he

primarily and Unalterablyto

removing and mutual learning

er. accord, -for few would likely disagree with the
of

called action antbropologi, is 8 process directed

truth-seeking, alternative providing, restriction

(1958118119). I would suggest here. that praVided

e 6
frea411----

,
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the anthropologist obtains the necessary assurance that such goll-values,

to'be paramount, then it matters not who the patron of the research is, whether

the local community ,oar some agepcy external to its

\loor , r

ECOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY AND POLICYIBSUES
)

I'yish to illustrate the part thift anthropologists can, play in policy-

oriented (applied) professional work by referenceto.a particular field .of

cultural anthropology, namely ecological anthropology. Given that (according

to Barry Commoner) the fire law of ecology IA that "Everything iirelited to .

everything elie" it is not hard to imagine the social relevance of research in'
.

this field of endeavour. It is certainly true that a search 'of the riterature

points to the sad neglect, by ecological anthropologists, of research into

socially relevant areas of concern. Howevir, a series of recent reviews of .

. .

ecological_anthropology (E.N. Anderson 1969; J.N. Anderson 1974; lennett 1976;

i -....1.,

.Montgomery et- al 1973; Vayda & McCaY 1975) having made explicit reference to

'
.

m .
.

these omissions of the past may dnow serge to direct some anthropological -

interest into the policy-relevant environmental research field.
/ t 1

4 I now wish to illustrate my discussion of this topic. by reference to

environmental decisionrmaking in Canada, and the neces that public and

,disor

institutional decision-makers have access to relevant data, some of which can

be provided by anthropologists. The reason why anthropologists may have a

part to play can be seem by reference to Figuie 2 where the limitations of ode

important tool of environmental decision- making - -the cost-benefit analysis--is

'illustrated. In Figure 2a the grossest error is being perpetrated by the

decision-maker for he assumes that all dimensions of the question being decided-

,
can be quantified into esAntially economic costs or benefits. Thus such

, .

.' externalities as; e.g., social costs, are ignored, for, transmuted, which is no

better a'solution). In Figuiel2b the existence of certain.non-,economic

A
°O.

S

8
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exigencies are recognized, but giveOlittle weight iil the deeisiOn-making
1 I -

\\

.

.

process; these show uias the 'grey Area'. whichisleffeCtively ignored,
.

down- ,

: ,
played, or otherwise of little consequence where politico-economie decisions

.

are 4ing made. -Figure 2c represents a redefinition of the situation with the

'grey area' intruded into the public policy awareness arena, perhaps as a

result of a pdblic interest group making a well-documented and publicized

issue out of the matter under consideration. Such considerations increasingly

deeandattedtion in ehvirOnmental impactrIstatementE as for example, the
Nb . \

intrinsic value of iiilderness and recreation areas, the rightp of native,

peoples to at preferred ifestyle, and the amenity rights of others in general

when future options a e being lost due to a particular environmental development.

Thus in Figure 2c a recognition of xprying perceptions of the problem

is'allowed;-this now obfuscategithe original cost-benefit analysis even further,

for the perceived costs and benefits may be assigned very different weights

according to the analysts' perceptions of the dpslreSbility of the planned

change. Thus 2d may represent'ihe institutional decision-maker's analysis,

whereas 2e may represent an
.

opposipg public interest group's \evaluation othe
i .

.

case. But cannotlIthis bind be resolved by asking a scientist to undertake

research, and to come up with a.statement that is impartial, truthful and a
.111

wholeiy objective assessment of the matter? Fortunately natural siientists

- Al
have little illusion about their limited ability to.clar&fy complex policy

t

issuep, though their Concern to find satisfactory answers to ethical 'and

humanistic problems of moment seems far more articulated and self-critical than

currently manifest among social scientists, whose values and behaviour are

rardly the subject of critical study (of. Matthews 1975).

tit
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THE ANTHROPOLOGICAL ENDEAVOUR AND r QUESTIONOF OBJECTIVITY '

Objectivity, as I accept- term, does ilbt'refer to some mental or

psychological state of mind entirel in the head of the researcher%. It refers

to a critical approach to'eyaluatin' both data and inferences, that eked the, s

t.
usual non-personal canons of science Io this sense objectivitris contrasted.

to a subjectivity which relies for I.; idatioh,largely or wholely on an appeal

to the authority of a varticulir itdeo ogyor person. As Kaplan (19741828)
4

,points out, to stand outside of ohjecVity is' to place oneself in,l earld

bounded in everymaa's case .by the part cularities of flis owdindividualstate-

of mind, which hardly provides a sound basis for discriminating among laxly
.1

alternative chOices in the rational pu =uit of 'truth'. Furthermorg', value-
.°. -

free enquiry does not require that the hnthropologist hoids no personal viques,

for it is obvious we all do (with differing degrees of fervour) on a variety
.

of topics. What.value-free science is,thereforet is less # reflection of the

I' I I

o '
ideologial stance of theinvestigator (Whose values may Try properly

1

influence his decision as*to what probiem to research) and more a statement of

the normative mode of evaruatingthe data stemming from the research. In
i

1

other words, the purported,value-free position of the scientist is in respect

to the stance he adopts in evaluating.a piece of work according to'whether it

is good science,,irrespective of whether the'conclusions-reached acco7d' with lo,

his' Owns personal (non -scientist) view eiN,44world.:
IP

1 It seems. reasonable to accept therefore that anthropologists can

. 2 .

potentially meethe scholarly canons of science without demeaMtng themselves'

° AP
as human.beings, because the individuaecan be scientist and hold strong, and

.-

seemingly antithetical moral scientific positions (witness, for example, the

Christian beliefs of such eminent evolutionary scientists as the late David

Lack F.R.g [1957] and Alister Uardy F.R.S [1976]). The next geliestion however, '

.10 0

1
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is how=scientific,is anthropOlOgy\-- how hear to the understanding of 'truth'

and 'reality' do we-comein our wOrk?\ If 'anthropologists,claim, esmodt do I.

thpk, that all human populatiOna oven their behaViou y cultural mhans and

that all cultures are 1!particula,

there certainly is a problem in cla
q.or*

attaches to,the ractice of anthropol

SCIENCE AS TRUTH

,
, and evanescent" (Harris 1971:6)

.

ing,that a high degree of.scitntism

Earlier I suggested that scieenc might be in a position to assist

'Objective'_decieion-makingiby ultimate csoviding 'truthful' evaruationg of' e

%

4
researchable problems. However, the pub

p

-\
felt-need 4 scientific 'facts

(truths). presumably iesult4 from some yid held perception of the inherent

1 *\

bias of non-scientists (which category in ludeswthe lay ,public and the,

institutional decisionrmakers)1. This yi oint implies that scientists IF

somehow free of bias, that is,;hold Wholel obective, value-free °Anions

relation to researchable-problemsa

Recentstudies etrdexposies have su

alb

ed that science is anyth ng but

al errors unintentional

y contain either of these

bias-free. Bias may'result from either inte

.
error. There is also bad research, wh

classes of errors and is, in addition, poorly

apd executed. -

Unintentional-trrors also result in b

.
is they are often human error or result from c

8i science. An example would be hank's calcu

inappropriately conceived

,

enc,'but may 'forgiven

.

0

decimal placed; only after the adv nt of-compu
/-'

. .

whereuptin the last 2Q0 figures we e
/

found in er

through thai particular error and ere,is no r

A

I

t limitations of technology-

of.theoislue.4 Pi to 707

was his figure checked,

Clearly no harm:was done

* intention to.err on the scieniist's part. %A c

,11

alleged inteattonal. error

4
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was reported recently, when a senior scientist-administrator in a U.S. federal
- .- .

agency was accused of distorting research findings to 'prove' that suphUi-
.

bearing fuels had an adverse, effect on health. However, it was hardito obtain

411, . .

evidence, other than hearsay, against the scientist dud to other.seientists'

unwillingness to be publicly identified-as critical of an influential' colleague

-'

(Roffey'1976a:352). Similar charges of intentional.bias against.scienfists

are not hard to find in the literature, especially as relating to contentious

the effects of lead on health, q.v Gillite1971;

Robbins6 Johnston 1976:355ff). Figyre 3, for example, shcrws the results df

a series of diagnostic tests conducted on the same mercury pollution victims

.. , .

i

by differen,t me4cal authorities: The results do vary and the iasue is a value-
!

laden one with trgMenhous socisl, economic,

--but is the observed discrepancy the result

political and medical consequences

an important outcome? It could be, but then
*

of the clinicians' varying level of skill or

KEEPING SCIENCE HONEST C.

of a conscious desire to influence

again it could also be the result

a numbeVQ'br other reasons.

,

If it is easy for scientists to be letss than truthful in dealing with

other scientists (and a recent survey of the subject suggests it la, see

* St. James-Roberts 1976) then it should be eiren easier for scientists to

perpetrate, fraud on non-specialists.
4

It is relevant to observe that those ,

matters most usually involving the interaction of science and society takes

place in a public, not scientific, arena It seems likely that scientists

entering such debate are n4 subject to the sanctions that normally pertain in

pees group discussion, add lamak standards of proof are' asked for and offered.

.

The result of such a situatidn-is very often utterance, bythe scientist, or

half-truth or suppositions, or what has been termed trana-Cience (Weinberg

1976:341; There seems little doubt that maipolicy-Prelevant issues involve

14

-r
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.11 opinions Wag expressed before an adequate scientific study of the problem
--_- .

.

has been undertake*: The.absence-oilpertinenr:data need not debar a scientist

entering the debate:10a a scientfat, but it does require thathe scientist

be very honhst in delineating the extent of f-scientific knowledge and the

beginning of a trans -Stience opinion.:- There i a further, requirement plaoed

on the'scientist, and that iso to make fiery clear that his views are not value

free,'for asBzward Becker has observed (1966) value.commitments (in social
. I ,

14.:43Ascientists as in anyone else) comprise inescapable cts of life. Some go%

further than'suggesting values ere merely there, and state'that a:value

1 *-
commitment is a necessary condition of objectivtty. Gouldner has compared the

social scientist to a judge. Theo judge can.be impartial. even when he decides
.

. , , ,

in favour of one party in a dispute; his decision is not imidartial. and'
. /-

,

.

objective Bemuse it is value fiee, but because it is made in termo'of,clearly

...- .

defined'and,explicit,malueo (Gouldner 1968). The values which a scientist

. . .

holds as a person as well as a scientist shSuld therefore be made expliqia,

though it i8 quite, possible that 4n individual scientist enters thedebate for
41t

reasons of scientific curiosity, to find out the facts, rather_than to advance
. 1

a particular view-point Aepeidedt upon the facts so'discovered. In my view

this is a legitiiate role, nhaigh.I recognize that other o my colleagues -will
4

feel this role is not enough and may, be, in theirwlev,:o ally .reprehavitsible.

ti I recognize that in'earlier times I too would have.advocated 'advocacy,4vienow
.cs1

'

.I feel less happpabout thit role. PerhaL several years `of association with, .

, /

a developing nation in this colIntrvhave caused ire" to rethink justwharaw

Ain; achieved, in thename of development,,or.Perhaps experience taught me

that indeed as Tax dautiamed (1958:18-19) it is a short' step frombelieving one

knows a lot about peopiejL believing-Pne knows whit isbest for theto.
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THE LfkITS OF INTEGRITY

I suggest the practice of applied d-anthropology by definition requites

that the sc*entist actively relate-his research endeavouit to some issue having

policy implications, though I believe a case can be made against an extra-
;

professional (41e. political) advocacy positibn being adopted. Are not these

positions contradictory? Under certain extreme circumstances certainly they'

may be in contradiction,but my positiod is less extreme and acknowledges the

need-for the scientist(1) to eftsms:e, as appropriate to his professional'

Specialization, in policy - related research, (4 to ensure that his relevant
, ..b.

findings become widef enough krion to nfluence 411 ultimately well-infoMed
. -.

decision'hopefully.in the public interest, ane571put almost as a by-product,

to contribute, by such activities, to the ultimate enhinced publicstanding of

, mo profession. Tkese three points are predicated on the assumption that

anthrOpologists do, indeed, have useful skills and should engage them for

incremental human betterment:

What I now Wish to argue, is that public involvement--at. that dangerous

'intersection of science with society-7reqUires meeting the requirements for

full public accountability, for as argued earlier, some of the'safdlguards
r

appear to be 14es in evidence, or even removed when scientists miter pte public
4

arena. It miet he usefullo consider-whet institutfOnel arrangements

scientists might invoke to arrive at 'truth!' when active at or near the science/

trans-scence interface. What happens, for example, when two experts disagree?

Natural scientists called ae expeits are constantly f with conflict-

ing evidence from 'colleagues when involved with urgent policy- ated issues.

A. U.S. Presidential Advisory Group recently advanced the idea of- Science-
,

COurt, which; despite its own best proaelytizing efforts, has nevertheless'

attracted little support. It is instructive to knquire Why this is sdr--
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THE SCIENCE COURT

The court has limited objectives:. to provide best available judgments

about matters of scfentific fact. It expecis_"to describe, the current state

of technical knowledge, which will providedefensible, credible technical

bars.for urgent policy decisions." (TaskForde Report 1976:653). Furthermore

'it acknoaledges that it holds no illusions that this procedure will arrive at

. . .

the, 'truth',, which it sees as "elusive and (tending) to change from year to

. yeah' (ibid ) . : t .

.
I

The
\
-Science Court is not seen as the fixial court, but rather, as a

provider of best informatioh which would have input,nto more broadly based

' institutions where societal valuessould'be applied in the development of

yublic policies. It would ensure that scientists provide the policy-maker with

joOd science and nc4,trans-science5.-

!
,

in ire have. been several objections to the idea of a Science Court

ieipsyn 19,76090; Cobb 1976:674; Safe)? 1976b:129). 4,t'is interesting to note

that .in ,lhe 'hardest' of the 'hard sciences', nahely physics,- -where one might

suppose the most incontrovertible ecientific truthshre to be found - -there is
..: .

., . .
_

concern. at the unwOrksibility,'

cCallen 1976:950). Criticism
0

-' value-fAequestions

- 4Ifthe Scieve Court
. ,

ts' germane to a* "y4at:questiods?" And the sobering ianswer is that the_,
.1

.

',selection of questiOne to be asked is itself base&on Yolittcal judg4nt. %More-
.

4

overy the answersto the questions being eskea are often 'unknown, and therefore

for the commonlinterest, of.the Scienqe Court

o f- the idea coltree around the assumption that

of 'fact can be,sepaiated froh political questions of policy.

its merely to restrict itself to questions of fact en it=

can only be vtimated. if the'correct decision depends on sequentia1:4rgument

(to arrive it answersl, and each unknown is assigned probabilistic weightingh,_
yr 3 4' 4.'
of leis than unit5, (cettainty)i then even slightly different weightings given'

-

4--
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each of say ail steps in an argument can tause widely divergent conclusions to
Tv

6 .judgment.be drawn. The _problem here is that such 'quest- ions of _judgment. are not realized.

by laymen', who will come to think science is capable of measuring in-
.. , , t>.

controvertible 'truth in the laboratory, or at least tfunCtioning without
.

- .

. 1partiality; bias,' QV exceasive depenaence an 'subjective ,judgment %,
.

. / ,

HOW TO EFFECT, PUBLIC-ACCOUNTABILITY ". '.
4

.01 . A.,
0 /

+. .Cleary,then, if public decision-making. .ye 6)0 crucial tp be left to
. , 4'

scientists' .jUdgments what rolq do :Eicientilsta, play? myself agreeing,.
.

with Jacob. Bropw#41.
.,- -'

0

A
hoe4ae,rv_ed 'that It -id the. scientists; responsibility to

s'i , , '..";t--1- ,-

, ? ..... ,, - ' ,- '
o

create% an- 'in fbrmed pig, lic opinion ..4 'Zig requires, ef f e'e t ivb ,olamuni cat ion - out-. , ''' . - . :
Ns . 4 ., .

r4 i
U 0 4

. side of the-harrow. confines- of-;professional' and hiihry:speCred groups, with
- - A r'

`''
. 7 ?'

,I__.
oreater4. utilizati o... n , of the, as podia, an,' d t he

.
prO'

ta

luctiOnsn a, public Lion of
. . . ...- . . . , ' ,. t .4

l esI isci eric writI n ge. A. cc
.
o- uni a bx, l. i

,
t y

...

imPaes full distlosur eI of he data
. . . .

s 4
1

having a bear g on!Condlusiopp 'reache'd- ancl.'it*"implies. pubic, recognition that

k

.
o --..,. - 1 .

,.,
many conclus ons,' that scientists arrive it are -judirental le- nature. Account-

. .. ... .. ,

V : A 0 . ' %.

ability, thete'fors; is 'both 'educative. afld Valuerihapitagf and yet will- not,
necessirily or dutomatic41li 1) 't cluce; positive` tee4ts. ,

.1 .
, e . 4 .

In a demoCratic socieiY,- where the' pubIik the ultimate. biter on ,

publi.c.policy,techniOally correCt.dacisionif wilt `gain

to a significant number of people.', %This is ,iaportaa,t,

1dellte, where the lea,ue 'in wolves, 'trade-dffst-,'*i.e. b
;

jut a 'unless -acceptable
. -

hecSase is a foublic

efits,' to some cpp,eosnit-,
$

ant wi, th costs tP others, the. decisiOn Can neier -be wh '-coi-rect The
. ,

political trade-off is often-between:a decisicin kith morn, 'correttneis' and"

less _acceptance by the public-on the' one hand, and one wit, less 1:toi.recAseasi'
.

b4. more .aceePtanCe' on 'the, "b the r . Given. the 'political hatul4 of publicr
decision-mating the less 'correct'

made (A. Thompson 1976:12). Thus the :role of the educator'is e ecially

deci.sipn is likely to We one that is
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iiportant, for-turning the tedisibn toward a greater degree of !correctness'

is dependent upOn a full airing of the facts relevant to the issue.

.As oUilined'in*Eig-.-2b, the 'greY.area' of public, decision - making is
.

often that,very area where anthropologists can proyide data.df especial

relevance. The relativistic point of view, Able.to stand opposed to the urban

'middle -class mind set of the senior corporate or public servant may bring a
1

erSpecrsive to the debate ileArTi -6-drd-Trn-d-eznirichIng--by-meags-ef.-itzi_

diversifying influence.

In conclusioi, I wish to illustrate, /reference to a recent research

-endeavour,,the contribution and limits such an applied position may maker to a

/

policy-relevant distuision (but not necessarily to a resolution of the conflict

surrounding the issue in queatlon).

NSIeBATHURST *AND CASE-
A

k

In 1973 Panatceic Oils Ltd.,,a consortium composed of several oil

,companies and the federal government, been seismic surveying for hydrocarbon
.

deposits in an area of the Canadian High Arctic over which it held exploration

rights.

The area in question was the primary caribou hrintin(territory of an

adjacent Inuit communiry of appioximafely 220 people. The felieral department

ultimately responmtble for Inuit peoples' welfare and the administration oT

oil exploration was one and
(

the same, namely the Department of Indian Affairs

and Northern Development. If exploration were taking place on unused or un-

occupied lands, their decision-making in rdspect to these two divergent roles
I

. might be relitively uncomplicated, but in the case of Bathurst Island both the

. ,

oil companies and the local residents hadin intense interest in exploiting

the resources of Bathurst Island, specifically caribou and hydrocarbon reserves

ceipectively. Unfortunately the aearch.for hydrocarbons involved moving heaVY

19
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equipment across the landscape, setting off detonations, constructing airstrips

and staging areas and'the.coming and going.of aircraft and vehicular traffic

<
in areas *that appeared to include habitat critical:to'the wellbeing of the

caribou population.

.The outcome. of
.

this conflict situation was a request by the Inuit

l'cOmntta>010r.a leeting with the Minister of fridian and.Northern. Affairs, which

meeting tookplacein Ottawa during February 1974 Delegates from the

community pqinted out that they understood vemmellthe normal behaviour of
.

the caribou in that region and had detected aignificantAhanges in caribou

behaviour since oil expldration startedon Bathurst Island4five years before.
6

Caribou, it 44A claimed, werenow leaving their preferred range on the'Island,

moving eastward to other parts of the island and indeed many cariboUbwere

leaving the
r%
island altogether each fall once the sea froze. ,This outmigration

the'community blamed onthe increased!ftterference resulting from conaated,

exploration activity on the island.' The, Minister prOdised to givetcareful

consideration to their views, and Indicated that no final decision for the 1974

seismic season would be made until March when a second meeting with the

community delegates would be held in Ottawa.

4f
However, evidently there was a misunderstanding of the Miniatees

intention,, for thbugh a second meeting'did take place, in Ottawa on March 21st,.

the decision to allow the seismic'exnetation to proceed,uas made several wee

prior to that second meeting. It was unfortunate, that the community beltbelted

the second meeting. was for the purpose of further discussing the reletrant

information possessed by all parties, so as to better enable an informed

decision to be node, whereas the Ninister evidently believed thi information -\

om,hand in February wake suffiCient'to allow a Awicilion;to be .made. without

.additional input from' the hUntert.
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-I had been present at the time of-these meetings'as an. Adviser to the

Inuit group, and my assessment if the situation resulted in the following

conclusions:

(1) The Inuit had a great. deal of relevant4pfarmation on 14rmative caribou

behaviour,-both on Bathurst Island and elsewhefe egion.

(2) The Inuit alleged that the caribou had, over the past few Ileasens,kbegap
0,

to behave differently.

(3) There was concern-that observed changes.in caribou behavOuf (i.e. out-

migration) was not in the best interest of the caribou population.

(4) The Minister asserted that no change in caribou behaviour wad taking place

and that the health of the herds remained good.

/7(5) The Inuit asserted that exploration was affecting the baribou,adversely

while the Minister said that exploration activity'had no eff t on caribou.

At this-point no-father discussion.lbeemed usefuluas the parties held,

momentarily at least, unalterably opposing .viewriaints based, presumably, ongt

evaluation of different sorts of data.

,

The role of the scientist involved-in such a situation is initially,

in _my view, to critically re-evaluate the evidenceon hand._ The scientific

!

evidence upon which the Ministeelprosition was basedrs.made available to the'
,

-

Inuit, and when evaluated was seen to be totally inadequate as :a basis for

. :../.
, informed decision- asking. In eximmary it incl ,a variety of envimmental

-

-reports, mostly of a totally irrelevant nature, ich the Minister's advisers
. .

either in ignorance or otherwise falsely asserted would allow an informed basis

for decision-making in this particular 'case. Furthermore it appeared that

seVers1 relevant reports had been,,tgnored in prep ring advice for the-Minister. -

These findings were communicated on March 25, 1974 to the Inuit (Freeman 1974a).

#01001s .4`
The conclusion that the. government's bassi for decision making was

21
#
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withOUt scientific foundation was only half of the task for a scientific adviser;

.'
_ aftef'illithe counter arguments advanced by the Inuit might be equally ground

.
less. Whereas to not subject them to equal scrutiny might be Oithin the-

.

:,-traditions of 'applied anthropology' as defined by some, such, an action would

not accord with needed professional standards of accolntability. In my view,

wAthlui I hope, seeming pretentious, there is more at issue than merely proving

one side wrong, for the exercise of 'accduntability necessarily Involves perform-

4

falsity of one side of 'an argument help achieve that, if at the sgme,t the

S
question as to' the status of the counter-argument remains open?

It was therefore necessary that I visit the community-to gather data

ing an educatitt value-forcing role, for we may ask, is not the point of

scientific research to clarify a contentious.iaue? .Sow does showing the

a 411111.

in order to evaluate the evidence the Inuit wished to present in support of

their counter-position:

i
. . v ,,

This research certainly fell under thCsubric of 'urgent anthropology',

for time was'of the essence,ifthe imminent start-up of exploration activity

was to be further inflUenced. Ipae data obtained from interviewing

were anz't immediately following return from the field early in April and

a copy sent back to the tommimityon April 9, 1974 (Freeman 1974b).

Shortly thereafter the community prepared a press release attaching

this 'expert testimony' in support of their position.

At this point it is reasonable to ask whether the Inuit position was

supported by the scientific investigation. The answer is both byes' and'not.

The hunters here correct, as judged by the evidence,,' in claiming that the

caribou were'beginning.to change their behaViour (as manifest by migration
-

away.from pinditional grating aread). However there was clearly no more than

circumstantial evidence to support their assertion that, the cause -of this

. changed behaviour was the seismic exploration.aceivity. Data analysis

?2
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indicated a high degree of correlatio between the onset o; exploration and

the beginningfif movement,from'ithese distUtbed areas. However, cause is not
/-

/-
proVen'hy correlation, and clearly /expert opinion ;as to the origins of parti-

cular' phases of caribou behaviour- especially unanticipated behaviour--iws, in

my opinion likely ill the realm'of trans-science at this moment in'time.
1 4

SSIQN & CONCLUSION

This_ case, study is,6ffered to illustrate my contention thAi the type

of anthropology we do, under thelabel of policy-relevant or applied anthtopoloky

requires that the scientist be fully accountable. In this case full, document-

ation was prepared and made available to all parties with an interest in the

dispute. As many'of the parties were 'lay persons', the results of this

research were also prepared for widespread peer group (i.e.,.specialist)

review (Freeman & Hackman 1975; Hackman ft Freeman 1975; Freeman 1975) and field

data of particular relevance to the conclusion that the Inuit were right and
'9,

the Minister wrong (in respect to whether orinot caribou were changift their:

behaviour) was provided to federal scientists for their critical re-analysis

(Miller & Russell 1975).. Assistance was also pr-ovided for media coverage of

the disput0e.g. News of the Montke3une '26, 1974; interview April 3, 1974

CRC radio). 41

Was my involvement as an-anthropologist value -free? Clearly it was

not nor could it- be; I chose to be involved because my-past experience at a

professional ecologist leads.mic to believe that. the extensive empirical data-

base possessed by InUit hunters is a vital sourceof knowledge for better

understanding of the enigmatic, workings of nnx4hern ecological systems; some

of these informed data have been communicated to specialist audiences in, the_

past (e.g., Freemin 1968a;, 1968b; 1971b; 1973), notito prove an ideological

point, but rather, to dissemipate-useful knowledge My values, ta'respect to
1

_ 23
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k'' ,my holding that these nativebbservationsar *useful, are tentative as are all
.

.

, .
I ,

4

my-personal valu s, inforied by my.curren; critial evaluation of the evidence

.169

Jr

on hand:; I do ne t assert. that all native observiations of 'this kind Are useful

and it is my judgment, as a 4ientist, which decides whether
,

in-similar fashio

and imwhat way

khowledge.9

1

information should be made ,Mailable as a contribution to.

J

4

,x
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NOTES

1. . I don't wish to deny that more' money would Ilkivly.rekull la more work I

0

: being done.: However, I do wish to emplindize that' unds by themselves will., ...
.not ensure imprOved guality,Of work accomplished. '

2. However, others offer cauttonary-gommetts concerning. the ne ed of
anthropologists remaining at a distancefroin the sponsors of the. research'

1(e;g:, Jones 1976; Schensul 1974) and this presumably holds true .
. .

. 'irrespective of who sponsdrW the research. \ .

' \
I. 3. The position of aftiparticular discipline along a graded continuum from -,

li '.- the most'predictive 'hard science' to the least predictive 'soft science
depends primarily on the nature of the pAnomena the discipline studied.
When the,discipline deals with assemblages of data'that behave according"

,

to discoverable' invariable ndiiial\then we are, dealing with a 'hard science'

.whereas the extenttowhich data are increasingly uniqUe and appear
statistically scattered and stochastic.in behaviour reflects the softness'
of the science. Indeed, in many of the human and social,sciences,the.
intrinsically refractdry statistical nature of \VIA phenomena'is.more a
cause of the dubious claim to scientism, irrespectiv of, the extent to

f

which methodological rigor maY'be lacking in the res
J

arch qr aubsequent
analysis of data4 The result is that propositions dvanced by :

practitioners of such soft, science' disciplines may be either real,or
fictive -- but due tO, scientific opacity there may be too little evidence
for judging which (Stent l976:35).., However,as Stent (q .nit) points out
this is not to say'sp0 activity is without4alue, for there are vbviously
many different means of obtaining insights into complex behaviour-,,and the'
intuitive approach may bt no less useful than the rigorously deductive in

.
,

the search for understanding of-humailkbehnviour. .'s
,

-----

4. Clearly not all disagreement among scientists results 'front Wilfull or
blatant dishonesty. Robbins .and J6hnston (1976451ff.) cogently argue
that scientists tend to disagree among themselves, in;tespect to 'expert
'advice' offered to outsiders because of occupational differentiation.
They point out (ibid.:354) that academic,,,imitrnment, and in4strial,
scientists operate in quite differeht ins,titultional 'settings, each of
wb*C11 'imposes a different set of 'professional' expectations upon the
scientist. It is this differentiation of the scientific community (along
cdgnitive and occupational line?) which, they claim, creates the basis 9f
conflict among scientists in dealing with issues having import in the
real world._

S. r6 would presumably guard against the situation'reported by Violins, which
is worth repeating here because of the particular stcritiveness and
proprietary view anthropologists hold in respect to their data.. Wolins -

10rote to. 37 i4ientistn asking for the raw data upon which recent articles.
were based. Of the 32 who responded, 21 (66%)claimed the data were ':lost",
"ipad4ertantly dedttoyed" or "misplaced". 'He did obtain seven sets of
data in all, bt found that three contained errors sufficient td
invalidate the authors' conclusions (Wolins l962' :657):

.

2 5
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6. Callen (1976) lives a simple linear illusAation where at each step of, af
, ....

. six step argument the spread of opinion (expressed as a probability of
certitude) varies.from 75% to 95%. The outcome if this alight divergence
of opinibn werseS4nfainedthrpugh each step of the argument could be
"either a conclusion with a two-to-three chance of being 'correct' or a
conclusion with'i teg-to-ona chance against being 'correct'.

. .
., ..,

...

'

7. At the time. of my visit a, three -man Canadian Wildlife Service team was
also visiting the area to examine the caribou So that I did not attempt
'to gather any biological datalhowing, fdr example, that caribou leaving,'
the traditional giazAng;tandslibre living under nutritionally mnie_stress-,
.ful conditions than those who remained in- preferred areas.

8, 'Id view of the urgency of the issues involved a few days only could be
) - allowed for data gathering, and for, t'hoae who questiqp-the worth of a one-

411 week field trip, I should say it was in a community where I knew.many,
and was known to the majority of hunters after a series of visits there
over a nine year period. With t'o local people acting as field assistants/
interpreters, nearly all hunters were interviewed to provide detailed ,

information on each of their caribou hunts over the past three years.
Hunters were also asked other questions relating to hunting, including
their personal evaluation (and the basis for these views) of the impact of
seismic and other activities on wildlife. .

9. 'I have much in my field notebooks that may one day bewritten up' as a
contribution to ethnozoology, which category I hasten to is no lead
worthy of communication than is 'scientific' ecolbgy, but which doea
represent different data than those whose objective reality4I-can evaluate
and vouch for in berms of my own critical/experience. Being less sure of
such data require that they be further validated before being disseminated
as 'anthropological. fact' An example here would be an ,on-going ethnozoo-
logical study of the polar bear, whOse generic categorization is nanuq.
Thus whereas I,now understand what sort of polar b ar is being referred to
by such categorical terms,as atirttalciaq., atirt nirq Thrnarlu, citirttatiuk,'

atirtialaalik;.nukau, nukaugajjuak, angujjuak, an nin Zuk (terms

used by hunters in eastern Baffin Island), r am not yet Sure of the
definitive status of those 'polar bears' "%bat are not generically'nanuqt-e
but are variously called tullaajuituq, nonuftaugaijuituarluk, and tirianak.

41
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